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In an age of citizen distrust of government and intense NIMBY (not-in-

my-backyard) activity when waste management facilities are proposed, the

potential of citizen advisory groups (CAGs) to aid the decision-making process

is worth exploring. This paper reviews findings from case studies by the

author and others to assess the various purposes, pitfalls, advantages and

outcomes of CAGs in influencing decisions about controversial waste management

actions and facilities. Advantages and disadvantages of the CAG are evaluated

as one of several public participation mechanisms. We outline ways in which

CAGs can aid the waste management decision process and develop minimum

requirements for the successful functioning of citizen advisory groups in

decision processes with significant technical components, such as those

involving nuclear and hazardous wastes.
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WHAT DO WE USE FOR DATA?

The findings discussed are based on case studies and participant

accounts of citizen advisory groups selected to illustrate the different

purposes and outcomes of CAGs. The cases vary in geographical range (local,

state, federal) and waste type [High Level Waste (HLW), Low-Level Waste (LLW),

hazardous chemical, nerve gas]. Because most have beerr discussed at length

elsewhere, only minimal information and citations are outlined in Table 1.

They provide the examples cited throughout the text. All case studies were

based on extensive interviews of the participants as well as examination of

relevant secondary sources such as agency and process documents, CAG minutes

and reports, newspaper and other media accounts. Two cases are accounts by

participants of their experience in a CAG and do not necessarily follow case

study format.

As seen below, the first group of six studies mostly involve local situs

communities or countries with CAG members appointed by the local governments.
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Table 1. Case Studies Cited in this Article

Citizen Advisory Group Appointed by Purpose Type of waste Author

LOCAL HOST SITES

Monitored Retrievable
Storage Tasks Force (Tenn)

Wayne Co. Citizens Advisory
Committee (Illinois)

Intergovernmental
Consultation & Coordinatiun
Boards (8 states)

Kentucky Study Group

l)Greensboro & 2)Durham
Haz Waste Committees

City and county governments

County Board Chairman

State & local governments

Opponent groups nominate;
Army appoints

City governments

l)Evaluate safety &
suitability of MRS facility

2)Negotiate acceptance
conditions with DOE

Evaluate safety & suitability
of LLW facility

l)Discussion of common
issues

2)Two-way info transfer

l)Review army DEIS
2)Communicate citizen

concerns

l)Review and negotiate
siting

2)Review and negotiate
shutdown

Spent fuel-HLW

LL rad waste

Nerve gas at
Army depots

Nerve gas/
munitions

Hazardous chem
waste

Peelle (1987)

Peelle (1990a)

Feldman (1989)

Hindman
(1989)

Lynn (1987)

STATE CAGS

Hanford Defense Waste
Citizens Forum

Illinois Citizens Advisory
Group

DOE/Richland Manager

IL Dept. N-Safety

Evaluate Defense Waste
DEIS

Input to IDNS

Misc. defense
waste on site

LLW & other
nuclear
operations of
IDNS

Peelle (1990b)

Peelle
(forthcoming)

FEDERAL CAG

Federal Task Force on
LLRW Management

Federal Ministry of Energy,
Mines, & Resources - Canada

l)develop LLW siting plan
& organization

2)choose LLW sites

LL rad waste Armour (1990)



The one exception is the Kentucky study group where nominations were made by

opponents to the proposed action and appointments made by the Army. The

Intergovernmental Consultation and Coordination Boards (ICCBs) represent a

more complex CAG structure with tiered, dual boards. They are included

because of the locally-appointed local boards, though the ICCBs also include a

state board comprised of agency personnel appointed by the state.

The Hanford Demonstration Waste Calcining Facility (DWCF) and Illinois

Citizens Advisory Group are state CAGs appointed by a federal agency - (U.S.

Department of Energy at Hanford) and a state agency (Illinois Department of

Nuclear Safety). The Hanford CAG was a two-state group representing Oregon

and Washington citizens. Information on the Illinois CAG is incomplete as

this case study is still in process.

The federal CAG involves an ongoing Canadian effort wherein six citizens

with special expertise were appointed to direct a complex, multi-stage process

of developing a publicly acceptable process for siting Canada's Low-level

Radioactive Waste (LLRW), and then choosing the sites. Like the ICCBs, this

is also a tiered effort in which the national CAG set criteria for the local

groups and assisted them in some aspects. Information on this effort is

supplied by one of the participants, Dr. Audrey Armour of York University, and

by CAG reports.

WHY HAVE A CITIZENS ADVISORY GROUP?

Citizen advisory groups are expensive, time consuming, and require

extensive care and feeding in order to work well (Howell, etal., 1987; Peelle,

1988). They may backfire if not organized and conducted in good faith by the

participants and proponents. For instance, evidence of bad faith on the part

of a proponent can motivate and intensify opposition activities. In the

author's experience, much effort has been invested in many CAGs only to have

them wither away as the sponsoring agency is nonresponsive and declines to

take any advice, self destruct as stakeholders disagree or opponents use the

platform to prevent discussion, or become irrelevant as excluded stakeholders

seize the initiative to prevent the siting, (or other action) through direct

political action.
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Agencies typically worry that CAGs will "get out of hand," while

stakeholder groups fear that the group will be captive or co-opted so that the

CAG serves merely as a mouthpiece for the proponents. So why bother with

something that will be viewed with skepticism by most stakeholders, is

difficult to make work well and is potentially subject to damaging failure?

Are they worth the trouble and the investment of time and resources by

citizens, by communities, and by opponents and proponents of the proposed

waste management facility?

Despite these problems and pitfalls, there is increasing interest in and

use of citizen advisory groups. The reasons are several, but the most

important is simple. Very few waste management actions or sitings have

occurred in the last decade. Opponent anger and distrust have found an outlet

in nationwide "anti-dump" organizing that is increasingly effective in

producing stalemate in all areas of waste management. One example is the

extraordinary growth of Citizens Clearinghouse for Hazardous Waste (see note).

Some existing waste management (WM) facilities with valid permits have been

closed down because of citizen opposition. Not much in citizen involvement in

WM decision processes is working. As wastes of all types pile up in temporary

holding areas, the public and private groups responsible for WM have more

incentive to try something beyond the no-longer-workable decide-announce-

defend (DAD) strategy (Ducsik, 1981). Public acceptance is not easily won for

any waste management action, but the lip service given to public participation

(PP) and public involvement is now finding occasional real-world expression in

CAGs and other citizen involvement ventures.

CAGs are being considered and tried increasingly because they offer

certain advantages for involving citizens despite a volatile, polarized,

unpredictable climate of public concerns about waste management. CAGs offer

the potential for better citizen understanding and the prospect of public

acceptability of WM decisions. If organized by federal agencies to assist

them as provided in the Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972, a CAG has some

legal standing and certain support actions by the agency are required. Since

little citizen involvement except NIMBY seems to be occurring, new ways are

necessary for making decisions of this type. The public must be involved in
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such decisions if anything is to be decided, if the decisions are to be seen

as legitimate. For these reasons, CAGs are seen as worth a try.

WHAT IS A CAG?

A citizens advisory group is an appointed collection of citizens who

meet, usually more than once, to consider a proposed waste management action

and make some response to whatever entity appointed to them. Though members

are seldom paid, CAGs require substantial administrative, financial and,

sometimes, logistical support in order to function. Support is usually

provided by the proponent either directly or via a local governmental

passthrough. As seen in Table 1, they may be appointed by a local, state or

federal government, or by the agency or proponent of the WM action. Just how

they originate, how members are selected and how their purpose is defined is

critical to what they can accomplish (Peelle, 1988).

Membership balance and skills are central issues in CAG ability to

operate. As shown in the case studies selected, membership may vary in number

and diversity of stakeholder interests included, whether leaders or ordinary

citizens, and in technical background or other skills useful in addressing the

question at hand. For instance, some of the Wayne County CRC problems can be

traced to the lack of previous community experience of the two cochairs and

the early resignation of most members with technical backgrounds. The

question of member diversity and how well the CAG represents stakeholder

interests is addressed later.

CAGs have been used for many purposes, including liaison, information

transfer, consultation, sounding board, review, assessment, oversight,"

monitoring, negotiation or decision making. They may have multiple purposes

and can evolve in purpose along with a changing process if conditions are

favorable.

a. Oversight is used here in its common meaning of general broad review or
supervision and not in the technical sense as in Congressional Oversight
Committees.
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Though "advisory" is part of their name, both the giving and taking of

the advice is problematic. In most cases, some other entity has the final

decision-making power which it is loath [or forbidden as in the Federal

Advisory Committee Act (FACA)] to share. Few CAGs really get to decide

anything. It is in the interpretation and implementation "advisory" that the

key to CAG success usually lies as the case studies demonstrate. The Canadian

LLW siting effort may prove to be the exception. It aims to involve

communities as "partners in problem solving and decision making throughout the

process." (Siting Process TF Report)

CAGs have a distinctive set of advantages and pitfalls. Their

advantages include their (small) group form an ongoing mission which enable

them to consider issues in greater depth and detail than is possible with any

other form of public participation, being flexible and adaptable to fit many

purposes and changes in purposes, enabling many types of communication,

especially two-way (between citizens and proponents) and three-way (among

diverse citizen members as well as citizen proponent), and their potential for

fostering better understanding and possible tradeoffs among members with

different interests. Their problems will be discussed in a later section.

Despite their flexibility and versatility, CAGs are not a substitute for

other kinds of PP actions. They can be viewed as one part of a comprehensive

PP program. Since they are of finite size, they cannot include all

individuals who may be interested, so they do not replace a comprehensive

public record. Nor do CAGs replace public hearings, written input to the

record, open houses, small group workshops, public information displays in

shopping malls, or printed materials and media releases. Contract negotiation

with local officials over siting arrangements is best done directly with the

affected parties. CAGs can and have been used effectively to complement these

other public involvement efforts by offering the in-depth citizen review which

no other PP mechanisms does. One example is the role played by the Hanford

Defense Waste Citizens Forum as one element of a comprehensive two-state

program about the proposed defense waste Draft Environmental Impact Statement

(DEIS). This program involved all of the PP mechanisms listed above.
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WHAT CAN CAGS DO? HOW DO THEY OPERATE?

Citizen advisory group tasks may be as simple as reviewing information

about the proposed action and giving responses to that information, or as

complex as developing detailed assessments of impacts or evaluations of

proposed actions and negotiating terms of acceptance with the proponent. CAGs

may define their own tasks, accept the requests/charge of the agency, or as in

the MRS Task Force (TF) or the Hanford Citizens Forum (CF), the group may

negotiate the process and refine the expectations of both sides as it goes

along. They may be constrained and limited in their function by agency

directive as in the Illinois CAG or by law (under FACA) or able to evolve and

change when needs require and circumstances permit (NC HazW, MRS TF,

Hanford CF).

A key feature of CAGs is their small group nature and potential for

structured interaction. Unlike the often unrelated individuals who may

participate in a public hearing expressing different and contradictory

concerns, the individuals in a CAG may meet regularly and get to know each

other. If they have a diverse membership, they can consider issues and

proposals from more different perspectives than most individuals can. They

can discuss their concerns, interact with each other, review and reflect on

what they learn. Given time, incentive, and access to expertise, they can

evaluate more complicated information, ask questions, and come to a consensus

about the issue before them, as happened in both the MRS and Hanford citizens

groups. CAGs can be a vehicle for negotiation between citizens and agency as

in the MRS case about the conditions of acceptance of the proposed waste

management action.

Regular meetings of a diverse group of stakeholders allow consideration

of tradeoffs among different interests—something which is beyond the scope of

an unstructured and generally powerless public hearing. Members have the

opportunity te assess how important the concerns raised are to particular

interests and to discuss how to address these concerns. This process was

carried on explicitly within the MRS TF subcommittees, for instance. Though

such complex tradeoffs could not be accomplished within the limited charge

framework given the Illinois CAG by IDNS, the 1990 LLW siting process changes
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devised by the governor and legislature were a balanced compromise of the

diverse positions aired in prior CAG forums (Peelle, 1990c). For instance,

the legislature removed the siting decision power form IDNS and gave it to a

newly-created three-person siting commission. This measure was one demanded

by environmental groups. They did not succeed in a second objective of

stopping the siting process but only slowing it down.

Most siting and WM actions entail an obligatory nod in the direction of

public involvement. Many agencies simply follow the legislative or

administrative requirements for public hearings, environmental impact

documents, or whatever and let it go at that. Requirements for public

involvement are included in CERCLA, SARA and RCRA. But CAGs are a recognition

that more than the legal minimum in PP is required to develop public

understanding and acceptance of waste management today.

One key to CAG contribution and success lies in the citizen and

proponent understanding and interpretation of the word "advisory." If the

body that has the power to decide the issue offers to share some of that power

by pledging to take seriously the CAG's advice, the CAG then has incentive to

work. Only when a proponent offers to "listen" to the CAG concerns, and

better yet, to act on well-taken CAG conclusions, do citizens buckle down and

tackle their task. Otherwise, why should they bother...if no one is even

planning to listen? The absence of credible pledges by the IDNS helped

prevent the Wayne County CRC from settling down to work. Such early pledges

by proponents were essential to initiate the intensive work done by the

Canadian federal siting TF, the MRS TF and the Hanford DWCF, for instance.

With the incentive to get to work as above, the internal working of a

CAG can include intensive questioning of the proponent and each other,

searches for answers, and an implicit push toward consensus. This process of

joint searching and hard work can develop internal esprit de corps and

pressure to adjust individual agendas and work toward a mutually agreeable set

of conclusions. Working CAGs tend to de^ne and shape their task as they

proceed with an eye toward consensus. Though not necessarily articulated at

the time, CAG members later say that they recognized that consensus would

maximize their influence on the proponent. This process is detailed for the
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MRS TF and the Hanford CF case studies and is implied in the accounts of the

Canadian Siting Task Force and the North Carolina hazardous waste CAGs. It

was notably absent in the Wayne County CRC.

PITFALLS AND PROBLEMS FOR CAGS

Five major problems confront citizen advisory groups. Most are within

the control or discretion of CAG creators. How they are dealt with determines

the likelihood that the CAG will be able to function, to fulfill its appointed

task or have any effect on the decision at issue. They are the questions of

diversity or representativeness of stakeholders chosen as members, giving the

CAG the incentive to work by offering it a chance to "make a difference" in

the waste management decision through its input, access of the CAG to the

requisite technical expertise, overcoming public and member distrust and

cynicism about the process and the proponent, and safeguarding the legitimacy

of the CAG in the eyes of the public. A variety of approaches to these

problems was demonstrated in the case studies.

Representativeness vs. Diversity. The goal of choosing a diverse

citizen membership can present severe problems. Without diversity of members,

the CAG will be doomed from the start, unable either to deal with the various

concerns of different interests or to achieve the legitimacy it must have to

be considered credible by the public. Including all stakeholders, however,

may mean appointing some members from opponent groups who will prevent

discussion within the CAG and insist that their agenda should replace that of

the group. Not including such citizens leaves the local government or agency

in the position of excluding the loudest and perhaps most concerned citizens.

Should the goal be inclusiveness, representativeness, or merely diversity?

What constitutes adequate diversity, if the latter course is chosen?

The difficulty with a "representative" CAG is that members representing

a particular organization may not be free to act without consultation or

approval by their group, thus hamstringing the operation of the CAG. One

solution has been to seek out individuals with opinions like or memberships in

opponent groups, but ask them to serve as individuals (Hanford CAG). A

further goal for those appointing a CAG has been that of "balance" to insure
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that many interests are included, without designating places on the CAG for

particular organizations. In Wayne County, a diverse membership and co-

chairmen of differing views were appointed and never could agree. The CRC was

eventually abolished by the county board which created it. The Hanford CAG of

highly diverse leaders included nine opponents but only two identifiable

environmentalists; it was ablp to reach consensus on what to do about defense

wastes but was later criticized by other opponent groups as having only "token

environmentalists." By including only individuals nominated by opponent

groups, the Kentucky Study Group was probably unrepresentative of local

interests.

Gaining Technical Expertise. Two ways of accessing technical expertise

exist. Those CAGs with in-house expertise seem to function best (Hanford,

MRS, Canadian, NC HazW). Though in principle a CAG without its own experts

can hire such if resources are made available, the Wayne County CRC only used

a small part of its funds in this manner and left most unspent. Most early

CRC appointees with technical backgrounds resigned early in the process, being

unhappy with the rancorous meetings and the intrusion of "politics" rather

than technical criteria as a basis for discussion. The hierarchical CAGs

(ICCBs and Canadian TF) offer local groups another avenue to gain technical

expertise since the state/national group includes technical people.

Getting Started. Getting started, or bringing different interest groups

to the table remains a principal problem with CAGs. Without trust, people

have little incentive to begin talking, much less agree to membership on a

CAG. It is here that the meaning of "advisory" must be defined by the CAG

creator or proponent, as discussed earlier. If power is shared via the

prospect of altering the details or directions of the proposed action, then

CAG members have an incentive to work hard and come up with credible

suggestions.

Overcoming Public Distrust and Skepticism. Some agencies have dealt

with the distrust problem by using openness, responsiveness to CAG queries and

requests, and being generally candid and forthcoming. These trust-building

exercises were used extensively to good effect by DOE in both the local MRS TF
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situation and the regional Hanford DWCF effort, and by one of the hazardous

waste operators in North Carolina.

CAG Legitimacy. Once a CA6 gets off the ground, its legitimacy is still

vulnerable and can be undercut by tht proponent or local authorities through

statements which imply that the WM decision is already made, or that the

outcome of the CAG deliberations is a foregone conclusion. For instance,

conclusory statements by the Mayor of Oak Ridge about the MRS TF were damaging

to its credibility among regional opponent groups and others. Exclusion of

stakeholders from the CAG, or not creating a diverse membership can also

damage the group's legitimacy.

HOW CAN CAGS AID THE DECISION PROCESS?

As shown in the cases listed, citizen advisory groups can aid the

decision process in numerous ways. They can:

provide a setting for direct, regular contact between citizens and

the agency or proponent;

include a diverse group of stakeholders, while public hearings

typically bring out only certain segments of the public;

raise issues and concerns of citizens, thus assuring a more

complete and satisfactory plan or decision;

enable citizen review, assessment and evaluation of project plans

and technical adequacy in more depth and detail than is possible

in most single-shot public participation efforts;

be flexible and adaptable, though some are restricted as required

under the Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972;

permit more detailed and in-depth citizen consideration than the

legal minimums required under various federal and state laws such

as CERCLA, SARA, or RCRA;
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enable development of consensus, under certain conditions;

provide a setting for negotiation of conditions of acceptance;

fill an important niche in a multi-pronged, comprehensive public

participation program;

broaden consideration to include values as well as "facts;"

enable joint decision making, if desired.
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IMPROVING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CAGS
I. MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Many suggestions for improving the effectiveness of CAGs result from a
review of the case studies. First to be considered are the minimum
requirements for CAG operation. Without these prerequisites, citizen
advisory groups just do not function or cannot even be created. These minimum
requirements are grouped to include those necessary for getting started, for
selecting members and organizing the CAG, and for implementation of the PP
process.

Getting Started

Agency gives CAG incentives to "buy into the process" by:

Pledging to listen and doing so,

Promising to accept public input,

Offering possibility of altering project details or
direction.

Agency is responsive to CAG information needs,

Agency defines its public participation involvement,

Clear definition of CAG task, authority and expected outputs.

Membership Selection

Diversity in stakeholder interests

Accessible technical expertise for CAG (in-house preferable).
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Implementation

Adequate funding and logistical support,

Strong agency management support for CAG operations,

Agency assigns senior, authoritative staff to interact with CAG,

Proper implementation of entire public participation process,

Agency recognizes limits to technical expertise.

IMPROVING CAG EFFECTIVENESS
II: HELPING THEM WORK BETTER

Further suggestions for improving CAG effectiveness involve factors
which seem to help CAGs work better. In our present state of knowledge, they
can be classified as factors which appear in CAGs that work well. They appear
to be desirable rather than essential. These factors include:

Membership

Most appointees are solution-oriented

Strong chairperson.

Implementation

Time for CAG to develop questions, discuss issues, ponder problems
and review incoming information (responses to information
requests);

Agency or officials are careful not undermine CAG legitimacy.
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Power Sharing

Agency develops partnership with CAG on plans, joint decision
making and implementation of proposed waste management action.
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